
WHY I LOVE BASEBALL

A couple of weeks ago I read an article on Six-Pound, Eight-Ounce Baby Joba written by Kevin S about his love for the
game of baseball. After reading this.

Rare is the baseball game in this day and age that is decided with a 1 to 0 score. This means that the scoring is
enough that falling behind by a single run or two or even three is no cause to give up hope. Others might just
say that it's not that difficult to get a year-old girl to like Derek Jeter. Then there is the outfield assist â€” a
perfect throw from a right fielder to nail a runner at third earns an assist â€” even if the third baseman drops
the ball and earns an error. I also felt the unimaginable pain of the hated Red Soxâ€”not only coming back
from a three-game deficit to beat the Yankees, but to go on to win the World Series. I now look back on
baseball as one my mother's strategies. Baseball has plenty of action. You cannot even predict how long your
agony will last. Each has its own little quirks. Again, it happens multiple times every single season. For fans,
the long season also represents a test of your passion for the game. Few if any non-team sports have that sort
of prolonged duel, and no team sport does except for baseball. I have shared my love for the game with my
new wife and daughter. This is why many fans of baseball will watch the game on TV with the sound muted
and then listen to their favourite radio announcers. The decisive calls. One bad call, the game can totally
change. He winds up more tension. Take a breath. While football does have a lot of clock stops, still the clock
is usually ticking away, urging the teams to get moving and score, and in all clock-based games there is a
sense of impending urgency for at least one of the opponents. I daresay that once you view a pitch in baseball
as its action, football seems to be a bit boring at times! Let me start by saying that I love baseball. The real
action of the game of baseball is the pitch.


